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How to improve our episodic memory is an important issue in the field of memory. In the present study, we used a discrim-

inative learningparadigm thatwas similar to aparadigmused in animal studies. In Experiment 1, a picture (e.g., a dog)was either

paired with an identical picture, with a similar picture of the same concept (e.g., another dog), or with a picture of a different

concept (e.g., a cat). Then, after intervals of 10 min, 1 d, and 1 wk, participants were asked to perform a 2-alternative forced-

choice (2AFC) task to discriminate between a repeated and a similar picture, followed by the contextual judgment. In

Experiment 2, eyemovements weremeasuredwhen participants encoded the pairs of pictures. The results showed that by dis-

criminative learning, therewasbettermemoryperformance in the 2AFC task for the “same” and “similar” conditions than for

the “different” condition. In addition, there was better contextual memory performance for the “similar” condition than for

the other two conditions.With regard to the eyemovements, the participantsweremore likely to fixate on the lure objects and

mademore saccadesbetween the target and lureobjects in the“similar” (versus “different”) condition.Thenumberof saccades

predicted how well the targets were remembered in both the 2AFC and contextual memory tasks. These results suggested

that with discriminative learning of similar objects, detailed information could be better encoded by distinguishing the

object from similar interferences, making the details and the contexts better remembered and retained over time.

One important feature of episodic memory is that it contains de-
tailed and vivid representations. Remembering and maintaining
detailed information is important for our daily lives. Using this
form of memory, we can identify whether we have met a specific
person before and quickly detect any changes in the person. We
can also distinguish which type of ice cream we like best from
our options. However, detailed information is more difficult to re-
member than general/gist information (Moscovitch et al. 2016).
Patients with memory impairments have great difficulty learning
stimulus details, such as the color, position or time of a stimulus,
even when they sometimes can recognize the learned stimulus in-
dividually (Mayes et al. 2007).

Improving episodic memory, especially memory involving
detailed information over time, is an important issue in the field
of memory (Moscovitch et al. 2016). Memory can be enhanced
by manipulating the encoding, consolidation and retrieval pro-
cesses. From among the available methods, a paradigm of discrim-
inative learning used in animal studies has been shown to facilitate
fear conditioning significantly (Frankland et al. 1998; McHugh
et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2009; Sahay et al. 2011; Niibori et al.
2012; Czerniawski and Guzowski 2014). For example, in a study
byWang et al. (2009),micewere trained for 3 d in context A (paired
with shock) and context B (never paired with shock, but similar to
context A). When they acquired the fear conditioning, the mice
froze more frequently in context A than in context B, and this pat-
tern persisted for 42 d. The discriminative fear learning is different
from contextual fear conditioning. In the contextual fear condi-
tioning paradigm, although rats could distinguish between a train-
ing cage and a control cage, they manifested generalization 1 mo
later, exhibiting similar freezing behavior in both the training
and control cages (Wiltgen et al. 2010). Moreover, animals with
damage to the hippocampus could discriminate between similar
contexts in certain conditions (e.g., Good and Honey 1991;
Frankland et al. 1998; McHugh et al. 2007). For example, after

mice were overtrained to discriminate between two similar con-
texts, control and dentate-mutant mice displayed similar freezing
patterns in contexts A and B (McHugh et al. 2007). These findings
suggest that discriminative learning is an efficient approach to fa-
cilitate learning and retain detailed information. The discrimina-
tive learning of similar stimuli is thus regarded as a paradigm for
testing pattern separation, i.e., the ability to formdistinct represen-
tations from similar stimuli (McClelland et al. 1995).

Whether the discriminative learning of similar stimuli en-
hances memory performance in human subjects is unknown. To
our knowledge, there are no comparable studies that have asked
subjects to compare similar stimuli when they are simultaneously
presented during encoding. Nevertheless, some indirect evidence
suggests that there may be similar mechanisms involved in facili-
tating memory across both animals and humans. For example,
when stimuli were presented continuously, memory performance
was better for blocked than interleaved presentations (Carvalho
and Goldstone 2014). This finding suggested that studying each
concept in separate blocks emphasizes the similarities within
each category, thus increasingwithin-category comparisons. In ad-
dition, Koutstaal et al. (1999) showed that when subjects were
asked to pay attention to specific parts of perceptual features of
an object during encoding, aging people reduced gist-based false
recognition during old/new recognition, which suggested that dis-
tinctive features of each picture are efficiently processed. Therefore,
it is possible that memory can be enhanced when two similar ob-
jects from the same concept are presented simultaneously, com-
pared to when two objects from different concepts are presented.
This study was designed to test this hypothesis in both behavioral
and eye-movement experiments.
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In the present study, two pictures were presented simultane-
ously during encoding, and three encoding conditions were ma-
nipulated. In the “similar” condition, a picture was paired with a
similar picture from the same concept (e.g., two similar apples).
In the “different” condition, a picture was paired with a picture
from a different concept (e.g., an apple and a peach). In the
“same” condition, a picture was paired with an identical picture
(e.g., two identical apples). We defined critical “discriminative
learning” as learning a picture under the “similar” condition. By
asking participants to discriminate between similar pictures, the
detailed and perceptual difference would be more elaboratively
encoded. In contrast, in the “different” condition, discriminating
between the pictures requires conceptual/semantic rather than
perceptually detailed information. In the “same” condition, partic-
ipants have to compare every detail to ensure that they are the
same pictures, which is similar to the “similar” condition in this
sense.

We explored the effect of discriminative learning in two re-
spects. First, we asked whether the discriminative encoding of sim-
ilar objects enhanced different types ofmemory, i.e., itemmemory
and relational/contextual memory (Cohen and Eichenbaum 1993;
Eichenbaum et al. 1994; Hockley and Consoli 1999; Davachi et al.
2003; Buchler et al. 2008). The two types of memory rely on dis-
tinct cognitive and neural mechanisms (Eichenbaum et al. 2007;
Mayes et al. 2007). The 2-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) task
has been proven to be an efficient way to test itemmemory of pic-
tures (e.g., Brady et al. 2008; Huebner and Gegenfurtner 2012;
Andermane and Bowers 2015). For example, in a study by Brady
et al. (2008), after participants viewed pictures of 2500 objects,
they made a 2AFC judgment 10 min later. One of the old objects
was paired with an object from a different concept, a different ob-
ject from the same concept, or the same object in a different state.
The results showed that the 2AFC performance was high in all
three conditions (92%, 88%, and 87%). Among them,when partic-
ipants could distinguish an old object from a lure object in the
same concept, the details of the object were remembered even after
1 wk (Andermane and Bowers 2015). In the present study, the
2AFC task was used to test the item memory at different retention
intervals.

Unlike item-specific memory, relational or contextual memo-
ry refers to memory for relationships between individual items or
between the item and its context (e.g., the task performed)
(Cohen and Eichenbaum 1993; Davachi et al. 2003; Ranganath
et al. 2004). In this study, contextual memory was tested by asking
participants to judge in what condition the object was encoded. It
is unclear whether the contextual memory can be enhanced after
discriminative learning of similar objects. One possibility is that
discriminating similar features would facilitate the binding process
of various features of the object into a unified representation
(Koutstaal et al. 1999), but that memory for the object’s context
would not be enhanced. The other possibility is that discriminat-
ing among similar features could also facilitate the binding of the
features with their contexts, such as the position of the object,
task related to the object, and other contextual information.

Second, we asked how participants encoded the similar and
different pairs during discriminative learning and whether the
encoding patterns for different conditions were associated with
subsequent memory performance. To address these issues, we
monitored eye movements in Experiment 2 when participants en-
coded similar and different pairs of objects. The eye-tracking tech-
nique has been used to reveal howmemory is affected by previous
experience and different conditions (e.g., Christianson et al. 1991;
Ryan et al. 2000, 2007; Sharot et al. 2008; Hannula et al. 2012. For
review, see Hannula et al. 2010). For example, in a study by
Hannula et al. (2012), participants encoded faces and were subse-
quently tested using three-face displays. Half of the displays con-

tained a studied face and similar faces; the other half displays
contained three faces that were similar to the studied face. The
results showed that the correctly identified faces attracted more
viewing time than the faces mistakenly identified as studied.
Advantages of this technique are that eye movements can be re-
corded over time and that the behavioral performance can be
linked to parameters such as eye fixation location and time.
These parameters are associated with attentional orienting and en-
gagement when participants process online information (Rayner
1998, 2009; Henderson 2003). In Experiment 2, participants
were asked to focus on one picture when the two pictures were pre-
sented together, then they were tested by the 2AFC task and con-
textual memory tasks. The parameters of the eye movements
were analyzed to determinewhether theywere associatedwith sub-
sequent memory performance.

We hypothesized that elaborative processing is more in-
volved in the “similar” and “same” conditions than the “different”
condition during discriminative learning, which leads to more dis-
tinct representations and higher itemmemory performance. In ad-
dition, compared to the “different” and “same” conditions, the
participants are more likely to allocate attentional resources to
compare the two similar objects during the “similar” condition
(Koutstaal et al. 1999; Carvalho andGoldstone 2014) and establish
relations between the objects and their contexts, which may lead
to higher contextual memory performance. The eye movements
during the discriminative learning would predict the subsequent
item and contextual memory performance by allocating more fix-
ations and fixation time on the lure pictures.

Results

Experiment 1
During the encoding phase, the participants judged whether the
pairs of objects were in the same, similar or different condition.
They performed the encoding task with high accuracy (0.96 ±
0.02). The accuracywasmarginally different among the conditions
(F(2,44) = 5.28, P=0.09, η

2 = 0.21). The pairs in the “different” condi-
tion (0.98 ±0.02) were judged more accurately than the other two
conditions (0.95±0.04 and 0.95±0.03) (P’s<0.05). There was no
significant difference between the “same” and “similar” condi-
tions (P=0.72).

During the test phase, the participants were asked to perform
the 2AFC task, followed by the contextual judgment at three reten-
tion intervals. Repeated-measures ANOVAs with encoding con-
dition and retention interval as within-subject factors were
performed. For the 2AFC, there was a significant effect of encoding
condition (F(2,44) = 31.44, P<0.001, η2 = 0.59). Further analysis
showed that memory performance was the highest for the
“same” condition, followed by the “similar” condition, while it
was the lowest for the “different” condition (P’s < 0.01). In addi-
tion, memory accuracy decreased over time (F(2,44) = 16.94, P<
0.001, η2 = 0.44). The interaction between encoding condition
and retention interval was not significant (F(4,88) = 1.02, P=0.40,
η2 = 0.04), although the difference between the “same” and “simi-
lar” condition trended toward being smaller over time (Fig. 1A).
The results suggested that after discriminative learning of the
“same” and “similar” pairs, the participants manifest better dis-
crimination of detailed information of the objects than after learn-
ing of the “different” pairs, and this effect persisted for 1 wk. The
accuracies in different conditions were significantly higher than
a chance level (0.50) (P’s<0.05), except in the “different” condi-
tion at 1 wk (P=0.54).

With regard to contextual memory, the results showed that
there was a significant effect of encoding condition (F(2,44) =
13.26,P<0.001, η2 = 0.38). Further analysis showed that contextual
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memory was the best for the “similar” condition (P’s < 0.001), and
comparable for the “same” and “different” conditions (P=0.61)
(Fig. 1B). In addition, memory accuracy decreased significantly
over time (F(2,44) = 23.36, P<0.001, η2 = 0.52). The interaction
between condition and retention interval was not significant
(F(4,88) = 2.52, P=0.08, η

2 = 0.10). The re-
sults suggested that discriminative learn-
ing of similar objects enhances the
contextual memory and persists for 1 wk.

The contextual memory was signifi-
cantly higher than a chance level (0.33)
for the “similar” conditions at each reten-
tion interval (P’s<0.05), but only signifi-
cantly higher than chance level for the
“same” and “different” conditions at
10-min interval (P’s<0.05). The propor-
tion of the response type for each con-
dition was also illustrated in Figure
1C. Note that the same “similar” condi-
tion at 1 wk was higher than the chance
level (0.42±0.18, P=0.03), suggesting
that for the object in the “same” condi-
tion, the participants are more likely to
incorrectly judge it from the “similar”
condition at 1-wk interval.

In sum, the main results of Ex-
periment 1 showed that compared to
the “different” condition, the discrimina-
tive learning of the “same” and “similar”
conditions enhanced subsequent item
memory. In addition, the “similar” condi-
tion enhanced contextual memory com-
pared to the other two conditions. Even
at 1-wk interval, the detailed memory

for objects and contexts remained above
chance level for the “similar” condition.
The discriminative learning of similar ob-
jects thus offered an approach by which
to enhance our everyday memory.

Experiment 2

Behavioral results
During the encoding phase, the partici-
pants made a similar/different judgment
at a high level of accuracy (0.98±0.02
for the “similar” condition and 0.99±
0.01 for the “different” conditions, P=
0.08).

During the test phase, the partici-
pants were asked to perform the 2AFC
task, followed by the similar/different
and left/right contextual judgments. For
the 2AFC task, there was a significant
effect of encoding condition, as the par-
ticipants correctly recognized more old
pictures for the “similar” condition
than the “different” condition (F(1,17) =
9.11, P=0.008, η2 = 0.35) (Fig. 2A). There
was no significant interaction between re-
tention interval and encoding condition
(F(2,34) = 0.20, P=0.82, η

2 = 0.01), and the
accuracy declined with the passage of
time (F(2,34) = 24.46, P<0.001, η

2 = 0.59).
The accuracies in different conditions

were significantly higher than a chance level (0.50) (P’s<0.05).
For the similar/different contextual judgment, there was a sig-

nificant effect of encoding condition, as the participants had high-
er accuracy in the “similar” than the “different” condition (F(1,17) =
4.13, P=0.05, η2 = 0.20) (Fig. 2B). The contextual memory declined

BA

C

Figure 1. Behavioral results in Experiment 1. Memory accuracy was higher for the “similar” than the
“different” condition in the 2AFC task (A) and the contextual memory task (B). The error bars represent
the standard errors of the means. The dotted lines represent the chance level in each task. The lines with
* represent significant differences between the “similar” and “different” conditions or between the
“similar” and “same” conditions (P<0.05). The response proportion in the contextual memory task is
also illustrated (C).
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Figure 2. Behavioral results in Experiment 2. Memory accuracy was higher for the “similar” than the
“different” condition in the 2AFC task (A), similar/different contextual judgment task (B) and left/right
contextual judgment task (C). The error bars represent the standard errors of the means. The lines
with * represent significant differences between the “similar” and “different” condition (P<0.05). The
dotted lines represent the chance level in each task.
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with the passage of time (F(2,34) = 31.40,
P<0.001, η2 = 0.65). There was no signif-
icant interaction between retention in-
terval and encoding condition (F(2,34) =
2.39, P=0.13, η2 = 0.12). The accuracies
in different conditions were significantly
higher than a chance level (0.50) (P’s<
0.05) except in the “different” condition
at 1-wk interval (P=0.23).

For the left/right position judgment,
there was a significant interaction be-
tween retention interval and encod-
ing condition (F(2,34) = 5.46, P=0.01, η

2 =
0.24), insofar as thememoryperformance
was higher after the “similar” condition
than the “different” condition at 10-min
and 1-wk intervals (P’s < 0.05) (Fig. 2C).
The memory declined with the passage
of time (F(2,34) = 39.13, P<0.001, η2 =
0.70). The accuracies in different condi-
tions were significantly higher than a
chance level (0.50) (P’s<0.05), except in
the “different” condition at 1-wk interval
(P=0.75). The results suggested that, sim-
ilar to the case of the similar/different
judgment, comparing between the simi-
lar objects during encoding enhances sub-
sequent memory for position contexts.

Eye movement during encoding
An ANOVA of encoding condition (similar, different) and picture
type (target, lure) was performed for the percentage of fixation
time, percentage of the number of fixations, number of gaze fixa-
tions, and total fixation time. The four parameters showed similar
results.

For the percentage of fixation time, there was a significant ef-
fect of picture type (F(1,16) = 58.33, P<0.001, η

2 = 0.79). This was
mainly because the participants were asked to remember the target
pictures during encoding. The difference between the two encod-
ing conditions was not significant (F(1,16) = 0.091, P=0.78, η2 =
0.01), but importantly, there was a significant interaction between
condition and picture type (F(1,16) = 7.41, P=0.02, η2 = 0.32).
Further analysis showed that for the target pictures, the percentage
of fixation time was comparable for the “similar” and “different”
conditions (P=0.07), but for the lure pictures, it was higher for
the “similar” than for the “different” condition (P=0.02) (Fig.
3A). Similarly, for the percentage of number of fixations, the effect
of picture type (F(1,16) = 48.12, P<0.001, η

2 = 0.75) and the interac-
tion between encoding condition and picture typewere also signif-
icant (F(1,16) = 5.33, P=0.04, η2 = 0.25). Further analysis showed
that for the target pictures, the percentage of number of fixations
was comparable for the “similar” and “different” conditions (P=
0.47), but for the lure pictures, it was higher for the “similar”
than for the “different” condition (P=0.01) (Fig. 3B). The findings
were the same for the number of fixations and fixation time. These
results suggested that the participants focus their attention more
on the lure pictures in the “similar” condition than in the “differ-
ent” condition.

We also noted that the participants allocated their fixation
time outside of the targets and lures (1455.26±758.52 msec for
the “similar” condition and 1460.78±889.54 msec for the “differ-
ent” condition, P=0.97). It is possible that because the participants
had seen the two pictures for 1.5 sec previously, they may have
tried to remember the target by not looking at either of the
pictures.

For the number of saccades, the results showed that therewere
significantly more saccades in the “similar” condition than in the
“different” condition (t(16) = 6.93, P< 0.001) (Fig. 3C). It suggested
that compared to the “different” condition, there are more elabo-
rative processing in the “similar” condition to discriminate the tar-
get from the lure pictures.

Eye movement and Dm effects
To explore whether the eye-movements predicted the subsequent
memory performance (i.e., difference inmemory, Dm), we defined
theDmeffect as the proportion of subsequently remembered items
minus the proportion of subsequently forgotten items.We first ex-
amined whether the Dm effect was present or absent. Then, we
conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors of encod-
ing condition (similar, different), picture type (target, lure), and re-
tention interval for the proportion of fixation time.

For the 2AFC task, the Dm scores were at chance levels in all
conditions (t’s < 1, P’s>0.30), suggesting the absence of a subse-
quent memory effect. There were no significant effects for the fac-
tors nor their interaction (F’s < 1, P>0.10) (Fig. 4A). For the similar/
different judgment task, the Dm score for the lure pictures in
the “similar” condition was significantly above the chance level
(t(16) = 2.11, P=0.05), but this was not true for the other conditions
(P’s>0.80). There was a significant interaction between encoding
condition and target type (F(1,16) = 11.71, P=0.003, η

2 = 0.42), as
the proportion of the fixation time on the lure pictures was higher
for the “similar” than the “different” condition (P<0.02) (Fig. 4B),
but this pattern did not occur for the target pictures. It suggested
that the more fixation time there is on the lure pictures, the
more likely the task contexts will be remembered. For the left/
right judgment task, the Dm score was significantly above the
chance level (t(16) = 2.87, P= 0.01) for the target pictures in the “dif-
ferent” condition (Fig. 4C), but this was not the case for the other

BA
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Figure 3. Eye-movement results in Experiment 2. For the target pictures, the eye parameters were
comparable for the “similar” and “different” conditions, but for the lure pictures, the eye parameters
were higher for the “similar” than for the “different” conditions. This pattern was manifested for the per-
centage of fixation time (A) and the percentage of number of fixations (B). There was significantly more
number of saccades in the “similar” than the “different” condition (C). The error bars represent the stan-
dard errors of the means. The lines with * represent significant differences between the “similar” and the
“different” condition (P<0.05).
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conditions (P’s>0.20). Therewere no significant effects for the fac-
tors nor their interaction (P’s > 0.15).

The number of saccadeswas also analyzed byANOVAwith en-
coding condition and retention interval as factors for theDmeffect
(Fig. 4D). For the 2AFC task, the Dm score was significantly greater
than the chance level for the “similar” condition (t(16) = 2.13, P=
0.05), but not for the “different” condition (P=0.22). There was a
marginally significant effect of condition (F(1,16) = 3.44, P=0.08,
η2 = 0.18), showing that more saccades in the “similar” than the
“different” condition predicted the Dm effect. Although the dif-
ference was marginally significant, the medium effect size indicat-
ed the result was reliable. The interaction between condition and
retention interval was not significant (F(2,32) = 0.55, P=0.58, η

2 =
0.03). For the similar/different judgment task, the Dm score was
significantly greater than the chance level for the “similar” con-
dition (t(16) = 2.13, P=0.05), but not for the “different” condition
(P=0.12). There was a significant effect of condition (F(1,16) =
7.01, P=0.02, η2 = 0.31), showing that more saccades in the “simi-
lar” (versus “different”) condition predicted the Dm effect
(Fig. 4D). For the left/right judgment task, the Dm score was mar-
ginally significant above the chance level for the “similar” condi-
tion (t(16) = 1.88, P=0.08), but not for the “different” condition
(P=0.19). There was a marginally significant effect of condition
(F(1,16) = 2.51, P=0.08, η

2 = 0.14), showing that more saccades in
the “similar” (versus “different”) condition predicted the Dm ef-
fect. The interactions between encoding condition and retention
interval for the two contextual tasks were not significant (F’s< 1,
P’s> 0.40). The results suggested that the number of saccades pre-
dicts whether the target picture is remembered during later 2AFC
and source memory tasks.

In sum, the results of Experiment 2
showed that both item and contextual
memory performance was higher after
the discriminative learning of the similar
(versus different) pictures. The partici-
pants allocated more eye fixations and
fixation time to the lure pictures and
mademore saccades between the two pic-
tures in the “similar” (versus “different”)
condition. The number of saccades be-
tween the two pictures predicted that
the target pictures and the contexts
would be remembered in the subsequent
tests. These eye movements enabled the
participants to compare the two pictures
during encoding and enhanced subse-
quent memory.

Discussion

In this study, by the discriminative learn-
ing of similar objects, the object and its
context were better remembered and re-
tained over time. In addition, the partici-
pants were more likely to move their eyes
to the lure pictures during the discrimina-
tion of similar objects, and the number of
saccades predicted how well the targets
were remembered in both the 2AFC
and contextual tasks. The results clarified
how discriminative learning modulated
the encoding process for the memory en-
hancement in both item and contextual
dimensions.

Enhanced memory for object details
One of the novel findings of the study was that discriminative
learning of the similar or same (versus different) pairs enhanced
the 2AFC task performance. The results suggested that discrimi-
native learning of the same and similar objects elicits more elabo-
rative and distinctive processing. Higher levels of elaboration
during encoding is thought to produce detailed and distinctive rep-
resentations, and these enriched descriptions help distinguish
elaborated items fromother candidate items at the time of retrieval
(Lockhart and Craik 1990). If the objects belong to the same con-
cept, the attentions will be focused on their perceptual difference
(Carvalho and Goldstone 2014) and the encoding process will be
more distinctive. In contrast, if the objects belong to different con-
cepts, general or conceptual knowledge of the objects is obtained,
with less detailed information for each picture being processed.
During retrieval, two similar objects were presented. One was
seen during encoding, and the other was new. The details of the
learned object could facilitate the judgment of which object was
seen previously. Studies also have shown that blocked presenta-
tions (Carvalho and Goldstone 2014) and instructions on encod-
ing details (Koutstaal et al. 1999) facilitate subsequent memory
performance. The results of the present study further showed
that the details of the objects could be better processed and remem-
bered in the “same” and “similar” conditions compared to the “dif-
ferent” condition.

The results of the eye-tracking data confirmed that during
encoding, presenting two similar objects facilitated attentional
allocation and, hence elaborative processing. Although the partic-
ipants fixated on the targeted object as instructed, they were more
likely tomove their eyes to the lure object tomake a comparison in
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Figure 4. Results of the Dm effects in Experiment 2. The Dm effects for the percentage of fixation time
are shown in A–C. The Dm effect was higher than chance level for the lure pictures in the “similar” con-
dition, and it was higher under the “similar” condition than the “different” condition in the similar/dif-
ferent contextual memory task (B). Similar patterns were manifested when the number of saccades (D)
was analyzed in the 2AFC task, similar/different judgment task (i.e., SD) and the left/right judgment task
(i.e., LR). The error bars represent the standard errors of the means. The lines with * represent significant
differences between the “similar” and “different” conditions (P<0.05). The lines without * represent
marginally significant differences between the “similar” and “different” condition. The “#” represents
a significant difference from chance level (P<0.05).
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the “similar” condition compared to the “different” condition.
The attention allocation may enhance the elaborative processing
of detailed information. The number of saccades between the tar-
get and the lure pictures also predicted how well the target was re-
membered in the later 2AFC test. Sharot et al. (2008) suggested that
remembering is related to encoding a few distinct details of a pic-
ture rather than the picture as a whole. They found that fixations
were fewer and more clustered during both the encoding and rec-
ognition of remembered pictures relative to known ones. In turn,
during recognition, remembering may be trigged by an enhanced
memory for the salient details of the pictures.

The results also showed that enhancedmemory in the “same”
and “similar” (versus “different”) conditions persisted for 1 wk. It
suggested that, via elaborative encoding, a distinctive representa-
tion may be quickly formed and consolidated that is resistant to
memory decay over time (Sadeh et al. 2014). It is widely assumed
that our memory loses details with the passage of time. However,
some studies have suggested that long-term memory is capable of
storing a massive number of objects with details from the images
(Brady et al. 2008; Huebner and Gegenfurtner 2012; Andermane
and Bowers 2015). Our results further suggested that by discrimi-
nating perceptually same or similar pairs, detailed information
about the objects is encoded and the memory enhancement per-
sists over time.

Discriminative learning of similar contexts has been used in
animal studies. In such studies, animals could remember the fear
contexts for a long time, even without the involvement of the hip-
pocampus (McHugh et al. 2007; Sahay et al. 2011; Niibori et al.
2012; Czerniawski and Guzowski 2014). We applied the discrimi-
native learning paradigm to a human population and found signif-
icant improvement in memory performance. The discriminative
learning of similar objects is an efficient way to retain detailed
memories for individual objects in both animal and human
studies.

Enhanced memory for object contexts
Another novel finding of the study was that the contextual mem-
ory was enhanced after discriminative learning of the “similar”
pairs (versus “same” and “different” pairs). The results suggested
that via discriminative learning, the participants not only form a
distinctive representation of an object but also establish a relation-
al representation between the object and its contexts.

Contextual memory is different from item memory in both
cognitive and neural mechanisms. For example, in the similar/
different judgment task, the participants had to associate the task
information with the item when they recognized that the item
was seen during encoding. Thus, the recollection process contri-
butes more sizably to contextual memory, and the hippocampus
is more involved in this process compared to item memory
(Cohen and Eichenbaum 1993; Eichenbaum et al. 1994; Davachi
et al. 2003; Ranganath et al. 2004; Eichenbaum et al. 2007). In
this study, the contextual information we tested included the
condition during encoding and the position in which the picture
was placed during encoding. Note that the contextual information
was not intrinsic to the item itself; thus, only the distinctive repre-
sentation of the object could not support the contextual memory.
We found enhanced contextual memory for the “similar” condi-
tion in both experiments. This suggested that by discriminating
between similar pictures, the contextual information is covertly
processed in addition to the details of an object.

The results of the eye-movements showed that the number of
saccades during encoding predicted subsequent contextualmemo-
ry for the “similar” condition. This finding indicated that saccades
are important for forming an association between an object and its
contextual information (e.g., task performed, target position). Eye

movements, including saccades, represent an overt behavioral
manifestation of the allocation of attention (Henderson 2003),
and shifts in attentionmay support the integration of information
across saccades (Melcher andColby 2008; Kowler 2011). In the pre-
sent study, although the target object was designated, the partici-
pants allocated more fixations and time to the lure object, which
led to a greater number of saccades between the target and lure ob-
jects. Saccades have been shown to be associated with successful
encoding (Irwin 1991; Hollingworth et al. 2008) and memory pro-
cesses (Henderson and Hollingworth 2003; Hannula et al. 2010).
For example, when subjects learned an array of objects, they
spontaneously looked backward in their scanning paths to view
recently seen objects again, and this revisitwas associatedwithhip-
pocampal activity and higher subsequent memory performance
(Voss et al. 2011). The contextual information is therefore integrat-
ed with the object across the saccades (Melcher and Colby 2008;
Kowler 2011), and this process is associated with subsequent con-
textual memory.

One interesting result was that we observed enhanced source
memory for the “similar” condition but not for the “same” condi-
tion. This was different from the result obtained during the 2AFC
task, inwhichmemory performancewas better for the “same” con-
dition than for the “similar” condition. During the encoding of
two identical images, the participants had to process every detail
to ensure that the two objects were the same. However, simple rep-
etition and processing details of single objects did not enhance
contextual memory, as the contextual memory performance was
comparable for the “same” and “different” conditions, and the per-
formancewas at chance level at 1-d and 1-wk intervals. It is possible
that when the two similar objects are presented, there is more con-
textual information being processed to facilitate the associations
between the objects and various contexts (Frankland et al. 1998),
even if participants are not asked to intentionally process them.
The eye-tracking analysis showed that when asked to remember a
target object, the participants allocatedmore attention to it but still
moved their eyes to make a comparison under the “similar” condi-
tion. Thus, during the contextual memory task, there is more asso-
ciated information being reactivated to facilitate the contextual
judgment.

Note that the enhanced source memory was maintained over
the 1-wk interval, although the performance still declined. This is
important because the contextual memory is usually forgotten
very quickly (Sadeh et al. 2014; Moscovitch et al. 2016) if memory
is not selectively enhanced. Different types of memory have dis-
tinctive forgetting rates (Hockley and Consoli 1999). Itemmemory
is familiarity-based and is resistant to decay over time. Once the
item memory is established, it can be retained for a long time.
Contextual memory, on the other hand, is more likely to decay
with the passage of time (Sadeh et al. 2014). The discriminative
learning of similar objects enhanced both types of memory. Thus,
bydiscriminatingbetween “similar”objects, both itemandcontex-
tual memory can be enhanced and retained for a long time.

Discriminative learning and future directions
To our knowledge, this is the first study that used the discrimina-
tive learning paradigm to explore its effects on item memory and
contextual memory in humans. The mechanism of discriminative
learning of similar objects was consistent with the level of process-
ing (LOP) framework (Craik and Lockhart 1972; Lockhart and
Craik 1990). Based on the LOP framework, discriminative learning
induces elaborative encoding. Elaboration refers to the degree to
which each type of processing is enriched during encoding
(Lockhart and Craik, 1990). By discriminative encoding, a richly
elaborated trace is more differentiated from other episodic records,
and its distinctiveness supports more effective recollection of the
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stimulus (Lockhart and Craik 1990; Moscovitch and Craik 1976).
In addition, elaborative traces are more integrated with contextual
information to facilitate subsequent contextual memory.

The current study provided a useful attempt tofind behavioral
difference in the discriminative encoding of different types of stim-
uli. Discriminative learning of similar objects improvedmemory of
the object details and contextual details. The results of eye move-
ments provided further evidence to explains how discriminative
encoding enhanced subsequent memory—namely, participants
are more likely to distinguish a target from its distractor bymoving
their eyes to compare them, and to associate the target with its con-
textual information bymore saccades. This differs from the typical
LOP manipulation, in which the same stimuli are encoded by dif-
ferent levels of tasks. In the discriminative learning paradigm, dif-
ferent types of stimuli are encoded by the same task. This is similar
to the self-referential effect (Lockhart and Craik 1990), which is a
promising way to index the processing depth of behavior.

There are some limitations to be addressed by future investiga-
tions. First, we did not record RTs or self-confidence during encod-
ing in either experiment. This limits our explanation for whether
there are differences between conditions or whether the differenc-
es are associatedwith subsequentmemory performance. During re-
trieval, we only included similar objects as lures. Not including
lures from different categories may raise the possibility that en-
hanced memory is related to the encoding-retrieval congruency.
Second, during eye-tracking in Experiment 2, approximately 30%
of the total durationwas located outside of the AOIs, partly because
the participants had already seen the pictures for 1.5 sec before.
The one-presentation is necessary to verify that the eye-tracking re-
sults were not confounded by the previous presentation. Third, we
did not find a significant interaction between encoding condition
and retention interval in either experiment for the 2AFC. One pos-
sibility is that because the familiarity processmainly contributes to
the 2AFC test (Holdstock et al. 2002; Norman and O’Reilly 2003;
Migo et al. 2009), the 2AFC test may not sensitive to memory for-
getting (Sadeh et al. 2014). Further studies could use othermemory
tests (e.g., recognition, recall) that are sensitive to the recollection
process to address this issue (Huebner and Gegenfurtner 2012;
Andermane and Bowers 2015).

Conclusions

By distinguishing between the simultaneously presented objects,
participants improved their memory performance in the 2AFC
and contextual memory tasks in the “similar” condition more
than in the “different” condition. This pattern occurred across dif-
ferent retention intervals. The number of saccades predicted how
well the targets were remembered in both the 2AFC and contextual
tasks. These results have significant implications. Because remem-
bering detailed information is important and subject to interfer-
ence and aging, this paradigm provides a promising way to
improve the memory for detailed information over time, which
could be applied to the general population and those who have
memory deficits.

Materials and Methods

Experiment 1

Participants
Twenty-three healthy, right-handed participants (10 males) with a
mean age of 21.75 ±2.02 yr were recruited in the study. All of the
participants were native Chinese speakers, and they all provided
written informed consent in accordance with the procedures and
protocols approved by the Review Board of Peking University.

Material
Two within-subject factors were included in the study: encoding
(same, similar, different) and retention interval (10 min, 1 d, and
1 wk).

We selected 720 objects (240 triplets) from Hemera Photo
Clipart and from the Internet. Each triplet included three similar
but slightly different color pictures with the same basic concept/
name (e.g., dog, tomato). The three pictures used in the experi-
ment had clear and easy-to-be-extracted concepts, and they dif-
fered in dimensions such as orientation, color, and the number.
Theywere of equal size (640× 480 pixels), withwhite backgrounds.

The 720 pictures were selected from an original pool of 1344
pictures (448 triplets) based on the results of their naming perfor-
mance, ratings of familiarity, and similarity within the triplets. A
total of 23 subjects (12 males, mean age of 22.83±2.67 yr) who
did not participate in the experiments were recruited for the pic-
ture naming and rating tasks. In the first phase, the participants
performed the naming task for each picture, then they rated the fa-
miliarity (one for most familiar, five for most unfamiliar) of the
same picture. In the second phase, the participants rated the simi-
larity within the triplets in a different order. In this phase, two pic-
tures of the same concept were presented on the screen (i.e., the
pictures in each triplet had three pairs). The participants rated
how similar the two pictures were on a five-point Likert scale.
Three ratings for every two pictures of a triplet were acquired and
averaged as one score for the similarity within the triplet of each
concept. The orders of the pictures were pseudorandomized in
the two phases so that no consecutive trials were of the same
concept. The selection was triplet-wise, with the three pictures of
a triplet either all selected or all excluded. The naming accuracy
was 0.91±0.12, familiarity was 1.81±0.33, and the similarity score
was 2.93±0.51.

All selected triplets were first randomly assigned to four
groups (Groups A, B, C, and D) (60 triplets per group), with one
group used for the “same” condition, one for the “similar” condi-
tion and the other two for the “different” condition. For the “dif-
ferent” condition, two pictures were selected from the two
groups. Then, each group was further assigned to three different
sets (S1, 2, and 3) for three retention intervals (20 triplets per
set). The three pictures within a triplet were separated into three
subsets within each set to be used as the old and lure pictures in
the test (20 pictures per subset). For each set, the pairs in the test
were organized as follows: for the “same” condition (A1–A1), the
pictures in one subset were used during encoding to form the
same pairs. During testing, the picture was paired with a picture
from a similar picture from one the other two subsets (A2 or A3).
For the “similar” condition (B1–B2), the pictures from two subsets
were paired within the same concept during encoding. The pic-
tures in the third subset (B3) were used to form the test pairs
with one of the old pictures (B1–B3). For the “different” condition
(C1–D1), one subset in each of the two groupswas randomly paired
during encoding. One of the other subsets (C2 or C3) from the
same group was used to form test pictures with one of the old pic-
tures (e.g., C1). The material in groups, sets, and subsets was coun-
terbalanced across participants so that each picture had the same
chance to be used for each condition. Therewere no significant dif-
ferences in naming performance, familiarity, or similarity within
triplets across groups, sets or subsets (P’s > 0.60).

Procedure
The participants learned the 180 pairs on the same day, and then
performed the 2AFC and source memory tasks at three retention
intervals (60 pairs per retention interval, 20 pairs per condition)
(Fig. 5A). During the study phase, for each trial, the picture pair
(same, similar and different) was presented in the center of the
screen for 3 sec, while the participants were asked to judgewhether
the two pictures were the same, similar or different (Fig. 5B). The
order of the three buttons was counterbalanced across the partici-
pants. All pairs were pseudorandomly presented during the encod-
ing phase so that nomore than three stimuli that were in the same
condition were presented consecutively. For the “similar” and the
“different” conditions, the position of the target/old picture (that
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appeared in the test) was randomly presented on the left or right of
the pair and counterbalanced across the participants.

During the test phase, the presented pair was composed of an
old picture and a similar/lure picture. Each pair was presented in
the center of the screen for 3 sec, and the participants finished a
2AFC task during which they were asked to choose the picture
learned during the encoding phase as quickly and accurately as
possible, followed by a confidence rating of 1–5 (Fig. 5C). Then,
they were asked to judge whether the old picture appeared in
the “same,” a “similar,” or a “different” condition during encod-
ing, followed by a 1–5 confidence rating. Half of the old pictures
were located on the left, and the other half were on the right.
The positions of the old pictures were counterbalanced across the
participants. All pairs were pseudorandomly presented at each re-
tention interval so that no more than three pairs in the same con-
dition were presented consecutively.

Before each test phase, to avoid rehearsing the stimuli learned
in the study phase, the participants were asked to count backward
by seven continuously from 1000 for 5 min. The participants had
separate opportunities to practice study and test trials before the
formal phase.

Data analysis
The accuracies of the 2AFC task and the contextual memory task
for all trials were calculated and analyzed using a repeated-mea-
sures ANOVAwith the retention interval and encoding conditions
as within-subject factors. The accuracies for the high-confidence
(HC) responses (i.e., rating from 4–5) were also analyzed for the
two tasks. As the HC results were similar to those including all tri-
als, they were not reported. The accuracy of contextual memory re-

ferred to the number of correct trials in
the contextual judgment out of the num-
ber of correct trials in the 2AFC, and out
of the total number of trials in each con-
dition. As the results were similar, only
the former was reported. The forgetting
rate was estimated by the interaction
between the retention interval and the
condition (Slamecka and McElree 1983;
Gardiner and Java 1991; Hockley and
Consoli 1999). Partial Eta Squared (η2)
was calculated to estimate the effect size
of each analysis. Post hoc pairwise com-
parisons were Bonferroni corrected (P<
0.05, two-tailed).

Experiment 2

Participants
Eighteen participants (10 males) with a
mean age of 21.89 ±2.99 yr were recruited
in the study. All of the participants were
native Chinese speakers, and they all
gave written informed consent in accor-
dance with the procedures and protocols
approved by the Review Board of Peking
University.

Materials
Two within-subject factors were included
in the study: encoding (similar, different)
and retention interval (10min, 1 d, 1 wk).

Thematerials were the same as those
in Experiment 1. Because the 2AFCmem-
ory performance was better for both the
“same” and “similar” conditions than
for the “different” condition, and the
contextual memory was better for the
“similar” than the “same” condition in
Experiment 1, we did not include the

“same” condition in Experiment 2. This also ensured that there
was a sufficient number of trials to be used for the analysis of the
subsequent memory effect. All triplets were divided into two
groups (120 triplets per group), with one used for the “similar” con-
dition and the other for the “different” condition. Then, each
group was divided into three sets to be used for the retention inter-
vals (40 triplets per interval). During encoding, for the “similar”
condition, two pictures from the 20 triplets were presented; one
of them been randomly assigned as the target and the other as
the lure picture. Thus, half of the triplets within the “similar” con-
dition were not used. The triplets were counterbalanced across the
participants. For the “different” conditions, two pictures from dif-
ferent triplets were paired: one of them was randomly assigned as
the target and the other as the lure picture. During the test phase,
the target pictures were paired with the third picture in the triplets
for the “similar” condition, and with one of the other two unused
pictures within the triplets for the “different” condition. Themate-
rial in groups, sets and subsets was counterbalanced across partici-
pants so that each picture had the same chance to be used for each
condition. There were no significant differences in naming perfor-
mance, familiarity or similaritywithin triplets across groups, sets or
subsets (P’s > 0.10).

Procedure
During encoding, an eye-tracking techniquewas used. For each tri-
al, the picture pair (similar or different) was presented in the center
of the screen for 1.5 sec, while the participants were asked to judge
whether the two pictures were similar or different (Fig. 6A). Then,
the two pictures were presented again for 4 sec, and one of them
was randomly labeled as the target. The participants were asked

B

A

C

Figure 5. Procedure of Experiment 1. The procedure included one study phase and three test phases
(A). During the study phase, participants were asked to judge whether the two pictures were the same,
similar or different (B). During each of the test phases, the participants finished a 2AFC task and a con-
textual memory task (C).
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to remember the target picture. During testing, the old and similar
pictures were presented together, and the participants were asked
to make a forced choice for the old picture. After that, two contex-
tual memory tasks were performed: the similar/different judgment
and the left/right judgment. Each task was followed by the confi-
dence rating. To examine whether the advantage of contextual
memorywas specific to the taskmanipulation, we asked the partic-
ipants to perform an additional task, i.e., a left/right position judg-
ment of the old object. During the left/right judgment, the subjects
judged which side of the screen the target imagewas on during en-
coding (Fig. 6B). The order of the two source tasks was counterbal-
anced across the participants. In eachmemory test, 40 targets were
tested, 20 for each condition. The participants learned a total of
240 pictures during encoding, 120 for the “similar” condition
and 120 for the “different” condition. Within each condition,
the target was presented on the left of the screen for half of the tri-
als and on the right for the other half. The order of the presentation
was pseudorandomized so that nomore than three consecutive tri-
als were of the same condition or of the same position of target.

Eye-tracking apparatus
The eye-movement was recorded during the encoding phase.
Stimuli were presented on a 17-inch ViewSonicmonitor with a res-
olution of 1024×768 pixels. The participants sat on a chair and
placed their head on a chin rest so that their heads were 60 cm
away from the viewing screen. Eyemovements were monitored us-
ing an SR Research Eyelink 1000 connected to a computer with a

sampling rate of 1000 Hz. The partici-
pants viewed the pictures binocularly,
but only their left eye movements were
monitored. The eye-tracker was calibrated
prior to picture presentation using a nine-
point matrix.

Data analysis
The behavioral data analysis was the same
as that in Experiment 1. The accuracies
for the 2AFC and contextual memory
tasks for all trials were analyzed by
ANOVA, with retention interval and en-
coding condition as two within-subject
factors (P<0.05, two-tailed) and report-
ed in the paper. In analyzing the eye-
movement data, the areas of interest
(AOIs) were defined as the positions
where the two pictures (i.e., target picture
and lure picture) were presented, and the
size was the same as the pictures. All trials
were included in the analysis. The eye-
tracking parameters included the number
of gaze fixations, fixation time, percent-
age of the number of fixations and fixa-
tion time (out of the total number of
fixations or the totalfixation time, respec-
tively) in the two AOIs (Calvo and Lang
2004; Chua et al. 2005; Nummenmaa
et al. 2006) during the 4-sec study phase.
In addition, the saccades between the two
AOIs were analyzed. The saccades referred
to the eye movements between the two
AOIs that were larger than 2 degrees and
with the movement speeds greater than
35 degrees per second (Liu et al. 2017;
Smith and Squire 2017). ANOVAs with
encoding condition (similar, different)
and picture type (target, lure) as factors
were performed for each parameter dur-
ing encoding. One participant’s eye-
tracking data were not recorded, so data
from only 17 participants were analyzed.

To explore whether the eye-move-
ments predicted the subsequent memory performance (i.e., dif-
ference in memory, Dm), we sorted the target pictures as
“remembered” versus “forgotten” for each condition and analyzed
whether this Dm effect was reflected in the percentage of fixation
time and number of saccades. The Dm effect was calculated for the
tasks of 2AFC, similar/different judgment and left/right judgment.
ANOVAs of encoding condition (similar, different), retention in-
terval and picture type (target, lure) were performed for eachmem-
ory task for the percentage of fixation time. We also analyzed the
Dm effects for other eye-movement parameters (i.e., the number
of fixations, the fixation time, percentage of the number of fixa-
tions), and their results were similar to that of the percentage of fix-
ation time, so only the latter was reported. The Dm effect for the
number of saccades with the retention interval and encoding con-
dition as factors was also analyzed (two-tailed, P<0.05).
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